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ABSTRACT

The three NSF-supported studies of the current status of précollege,science,
soFial studies, and mathematics education give substantial evidence that serious
,attention needs to be paid to improving the quality of that education.

-

Improving quality is not just a matter of developing up-to-date curricula.
That was done in the.1960s by various groups with generous financial support
from the NSF.' But the -data in the three reports indicate that the new cur-
ricula'have not been spectaeularly effective. They are viewed by teachers and
students as "elltist," and in a sense they are. They'were produced at a time
when national concern was on producing more scientists--in competition with the
Soviet Union--mor than on educating all students to understand the natural and
social sciences'and mathematics.

BUt the problem of 'improving science, social studies, ancrmathematics edu-
. .

catiom is broader than curriculum. ' Together with all parts of the elementary
and secondary school curriculum, education in science is influenced by the
school ethos. Lack of-respect by students -far authoeity; hefitancy, for various
reasons, including legal, of teachers and administrators to impose discipline;
assignment of teachers to subjects for which they are not properly prepared;
lack of motivation of students; financial constraints; and many other factors'

_are having' a negative effect not only on science education but on education in
general.

The findings of these studies lead us to conclude that the time is ripe
for an.eRdmination in 'depth of the goals and purposes of precollege education.
We recommend that a ,commission--,similar to the 1893 "Committea of Ten"--of the 14
)highest quality and with nationally recognized and respetted leadership be estab -

lished to,carry out the examination.
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Introduction

This critical, analytical, and interpretative review of three NSF-aipported
studies of the state of,precollege science education was prepared by Herbert A.
Smith, Assistant to the Academic Vice President, Colorado State University, with
advice from a panel of educators.* The report examines the implications the

,studies may have for the science community and recommendslines of action.

Although the three studies were designed to accomplish the sawgeneral
:purposes, they approached the'task in quite different ways.'-7 The Research
Triangle Institute stpdy is a rep6,:t of a questioflnaire investigation which
collected a massive amount of data from a largeinumber Of res-pondents. The
Illinois report is based on a series-of"cdse studies'involving school systems
in eleven different communities. The Ohio State study is an eichaustive review
of-the available literature on science, social studies, and mathematics educa-
tion (1760 individual citations).

Large ambunts of data'were collected end the reports of the three Stud(es
are voluminous. While survey studies'provide useful basic data, tiley4 by neces1
sity, -report on what is rather than orywhat ought to be. The reports are a pio-
neering-effort 151:6Tirding an impetus for many other-ViRs of studies. Subsequent
research efforts can ex-plore'implications, catity out expei-imental research or
in'other ways follow up in more detailed and reflective modes on the data made
available through survey,efforts.

In reviewing the studies,-we did not find a certain kind of'data that ebuld
be helpful in considering the state of science e6ucation. The soft of data we
-refer to is much in demand in serviie'fields, such as agencies that give aid to
families or clinics that serve ineftduals. Usually the data are more readily
available In the form of total number of services of a given kind, but not in
the more valuable form that allows us to appreciate the'distribution of the
services to.individuals or to families. Consequently it may be easy to tell
how much of Which service is being used, but not how the services are,distrib-
uted among the'clientele. This 14tter may be information neededpif a vigorous
attadk,were to bemounted On the basic problem. 'Some individuals may Use the
ser4ice heavily and others not at all Rassibly giving a misleading idea of the
widespread use of the sdrvipe.

InAthe field of education, although we know something about'how many
coursesvare given or,how many students take'a given course in the studies being
reviewedo we do not have much information about how many courses in science i.
student takes. Thus we do.not knaw much about the distribution'of science

#
*Kay Davis, Ferqank Science Center, Atlanta; Mariorie,Gardner, Department

of Chemistry, University of Maryland; Dorothy Goodman, Ibternational Schbol,
Washington, D.C.; Prederick'Mostellér, Department of'Statistics,, Harvard Univer-
sity; David Ost, Department of Biology,..California State Cololege,, Bakersfield;,,
Constance Tate, Office of Science--DICM, aaltimore City Public Schools; end
Herbert A. Smith, Ass.istant to the Vice president for Academic Affairs, Colorado
State University.

4-7For,citations,see page 2.
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education across students. In a similar vein we do not know how much science
the teachers of science have stOdied, or whatjcind. 40e do not know the.dis,
tribution of sciecce pt;eparation.acrosS the tdathers.

It is possible, of course, that these sorts of infcfrmation are available
in other publications, but they did not seem to be present in the studies we
reviewed. This is a form of data'that would help us interpret current state
of education in the sciences.

Because of the open-ended nature of case study reports, the Illinois
report is perhaps the most interesting. NevertheleSs, there are a number, of
limitations which seemed apparent to the reviewing panel. There is greaf_vari-
ation in the quality of the reports.submitted by the field research workers.
Some of the.observations reported haVe almost a mirror-like Quality that pro7.
vides'the basic documentation for the.kinds of perceptions that the ilbserver
found worthy to repdrt. At the other extreme, me occasionally finds an

1Case Studies in Science -Eduqtion: ,The Cae Reports Center for Instruc-
tional Research and Curriculum evaluation and Committee on Culture'and Cogni-
tion. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Volume I, January.1978.

1 ?Case Studies in Science Education: Design, Overview and General Findings.
Center for InstruCtional Research'and Curriculum Eva uation, and Committee on
'Culture,and Cognition. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Volume II,
January 1978.

3The Statui of Pre-College Sci.ence, Plath aticsi and Social Studies Educa-
,tional Practices In U.S. Schools: An Overview and Summaries of Three Studies.
National Science Founlation Directorate for Science-Education, U.S. Government
PrintingOffice, July 1978.

4Stan1ey L. Helgeson, Patilcia E. Blosser and Robert W. Howe
of Pre-College S.cience, Mathematics, and Social 5cience Educ tion:
Volume ;: Science Education. Center for Science and Mathemat
The'Ohio State University, Columbus; Ohio, 1977.

5Marilyn N. Suydam and A1r1 Osborne. The Status of re-College Science,
Mathematics and,Social Science Education:'.1955-1975. Vo ume II: Mathematits'
*Education. Center for Science and Mathematics Education; The Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio, 1977.

Girls R. Weiss. Report-t o Ihe 1977 Nat-rral.Survey of Science; mat-
sr-

ies.and Social Studies Educatiorr. Center for Educational Research and Evalua7
Um., Research Triangle.Institute, Resed,mh Triangle Park, North Carolina, 1978.

7Karen.B. Wiley and Jeanne Race. ,The Status of Pre-College Science,
Mathematics., and Social Science Education: 1955-1975. 'Volume III: Social

ence,Education. Sop a Science Education Consortium, Inc., Boulder,
Cqorado, 1977.

The Statys
1955-1975%

Education,



instance where a field worker used the opportunity for his own intellectual
tour-de-fbrce by digressing into theoretical, philqsophi or speculative. .

side trips without giving the reader sufficient backgro d of specific obser-
vations or instances which would lend ,substance to th arguments. It is

PerharA, appropriate,to mention that, of the several field workers, only one .

had what might be called a reasonably "typIcal" background in either natural
science or mathematics education. .The_field workers tended to be highly
qualified individuals with evaluation backgrounds. Some had background'in the
social sciences. No doubt science and/or mathematics educators would have been
inclined to report different incidents and perhaps make more valid judgments'as
tothe, substantive content of the lessons and laboratory exercises that they
might.haVe observed. It is obvious and perhaps inevitable thai the different

'field observers placed their own individualistic stamp in reporting their obser-
vations, which also inevitablw are colored by their own value orientation and
biases. /

It is the purpose of the present report to make a beginning at effective
follow-up through a reflective commentary on issues raised and to suggest some
of 'the broad implications.that the three reports might have for the scientific
community. #

The present repqrt has its own limitations and falls short of mining all
of the potential implications from the data made available. Because of the
scope and extent of the three studies, it was necessary to be selective; The
selection process is bgund ti) reflect values and biases,of the-feviewing panel
and of the writer"of the report, and,will certainly reflect their judgments as
to what is relatively most important. lhe 'panel also, recognizes that -it is
impossible to provide more than a preliminary-analysis of many of the issues,

.and problems identified that woula bp individually wor-tV of a full-scale mono-
graph in their own right. Still,'the panel hopes that it°has provided a valu-
able service in its efforts to prepare a succinct re.port 'which will be useful
to,the scientific community in stimulating critical thought and in making-the
reports' mord useful in the improyement of science education.

There is n9 doubt that these reports will provigra data base and a start
ing point for a variety of studies for many years ,into the future. There are
some inconsistencies among the findings which will serve as:van incentive for
further investigation. It was conceived to be the function`of this review
_panel to examine the reports in an effort to.identifY.the major issues that
appeared to emerge from the studfes and to explore what some of the implications. ,

of the findings might be. Yecause it could not do everything, the panel has
elected to look primarily at areas of concern that relate to (f) the social
setting of education, (2) students, (3) teachers, (4) curridultp, (5) labora-
tories, and (6) teaching resources. IX is obvious that these are not mutually
exclusive domains and that to treat them as such isprimarily a convenience.
There arelessential interactions amdng all of the aileas.

Some Gen*al Considerations
°.

Before the-beginning of a ;:iiscussion of the specific areas identified above,
it seems both appropriate and necelsary to provide some.commentary about some
general prqblems that seem broadly related not only to these three studies, but

3



to education in general. \The studies underscore some of these difficulties.
Some explicit examples will !Ake evident hy data reported in these studies

w)
(and others) need to be used and ihterpre ed with caution.- One problem is the
use,of terms--for example,'"science.P e three studies are inconsistent among
themselves'in use bf the term "science. ' At varibus times it-Means the natural
tcienceso or-thenatural sciences and mathematics, or the natdral sciences,
mathematici, and social sciences. In general usage,'sugh terms'as inquiry, lab-

. oratory, grouping, tracking 4nd inservice education are used to describe a wide
array of qualitatively very'different activities. For example, the Ierm
"inset-Wu education" coyers a spectrum of activities ranging all the way from
an after-school pep talk by the school principal', to committee work, to travel, .

to nonrelevant off-campus classes which happen to be offered nearby, to care-
'fully designed local inserOce,workthops for teachers, toccollege coursework
(any kind), to highly relevant graduafelor undergraduate studies or other activ-
'Wes. Thus, when teachers4retpond to questions about the value of inservice
activity it is difficult to betermine precisely what it is that they are
responding to. Similar statements could be made for other terms used throughout
the studies. .

,

A closely related issue is that of "quality.," A fii-6quency count to deter-
mine how widespread a particular phenomenon may be is unhappily no index of

. its quality. The issue(of quality is presencin virtually every aspect of edui-
cation: It is a concern in such diverse areas as teacher-student interactions;
'Vie manner of use of laboratory activities and textbooks,00r-any other instruc
tional-material; tests and evaluation; inservice education;. administrative pro-
cedures; arid organizational structure of the school system. The vital qUestion
is not onlY "what," but "how good." The reports pf the case study workers

. (CSSE sometimes permit inferences to be made of the quality of the'actiyities
that theyNwere observing. The Ohio State report on science ed ation calledb,
attention to this problem by poifiting'out;that there are subs antil data regard-
ing the implementation and use o? materials but,that therg a rela ,-ly few
data on.quality of use.8

i

Another area of great concerp tb educatie is the +weak s of iq research
, base: As these studies point out in teveral instances, the seems to be a lack

of general direction, a lack of sufficient background of e cational, theory that
\would give directon to and prav e thtt basis for the deve pment of dependable '
research findings. It is obviou ,o,particularly from the eport of the Center
for Science and Mathematics Education, that a large pr'op rtion'of educational
research is noncumula.tive and-is.often inconclusive.or e n contradictory.9
Some of this may be attributable to faulty design, inadequ te research conceptu-

.

,

alization, or' some other factors. However, it seeR6 probable that there are
other more general factors involve4. Certainly problems of definition and the
iabsence-of a substantial theory bae are a major part of the problem and contrib-
ute largely to the fragmentation'and ineffectiveness of much research effort.
It might also'be conjectured that at least some of the problem is due to'the
extreme complexitieS,involved in educational problems. 'For example', in studies
of student learning, it.might be argued that the impact of any single variable

8Helgeson eta", 222 cit., p. 16.
9Wiley and Raee, CRT, p 154-68
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is likely to be very small,considering the-total universe of variables which
aqect each student so that significant observable change as a result of the
manipulation of a single variable is unlikely. Herein.may lie some of the
reasons for much inconclusive educational research. It may imply the need for
far more sophisticated and comprehensive research designs and far'greater pre-

.

cisionein identifying, limiting, defining, and measuring i-esearch variables.

It shreeld also be recognized that there are lSrge areas that the three
reports either do not touch'at all'or that are touched only tangentially. For
example, very little materql is presented about individual studenits. There
are repeated references to the lack of motivation, boredom, poer discipline and
laziness, but not mUch information or insight is gained about how the student
came to be bored, unmotiva ,1 azy or a discipline problem. Little can be
learned about individual sIL.ent asftirations and goal's, although some, reporting
on individual students does appear in the CSSE reports. The studerit tends to
appear as a "collectilme" rather than as an "individual." Practically nothing
is included on studeit-teacher interactions other than in the formalized.
recitation-discussion classroom setting. The impacts of the world outside ,the
school--the home, the community and its organizations, its distractions, ificlud-
ing TV--are touched upon in a generalized manner, but,usually pot with,reference
to their' influences on individual students. There, are no eta,except for a hint
or two here or there, about the impact of peer pressure on teachers indicating
how they are expected to conform. Very llttle information is provided about how
teachers use their time .or how'efficient sUch usages are. The large hiatus with
respect to "quality" has already been alluded to. Other examples could be given
but these should be sufficient to indicate that,as large and as comprehensive as
the reports reviewed are; they leave untouched many questions and concerns which
re,late to education in the sciencee and to education in ggneral. As we have

eioalready said, the studies are a pilineering effort that should provide the impe-
tus for many future tuJes.

Nee.

91,

The Social Setting for Education,

From an analysis ofithe three reports, one cannot arrive at a very oRtimis-
tic assessment of the state of elementary and secdndary'schools in this country.
There are serious problems which range in diversity from aPathetic, unmotivated
and drifting students, deteriorating teacher-administrator-community rel4antn-
ships, major economic crises, poor quality instructiOn, inadequate equipment
and supplies, federarand state regulation and determination of local policiA,
to widespread community dissatisfactions. Furthermore, there do not seem to be
any easy or readily.attainable solutions vailable for many of these problems,
Th'e general somber conditions impinging, n education today are convincingly
reflected in the three reports.

Historimally, there has always been a high correlation between the level
-2/of education and incpme as well as in the quality and 'satifactions 'of life which

an education tended to eneure. In recent decades, meny of these benefits have
.tended to disappear. Students were quick to point out to field observers that,.
teachers, in spite cf all their erudition, were often far less well off finan-
cially than either their less well educated parents or other eraftsmen.in the
community.1° Thus, students are questioning theleconomit values of an education. '

A

"Case Studies in Science Education, Volume I, .92. cit. Chapter'4., p 43.
1
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One mightslook elsewhere for some of the reaszs for this,view. Undoubtedly
the general increases in the standard of living, a narrawlng of the income.
differences between "blue collar" and "white collar" occupltiohs, ecohomic
policies, such as the progressive income tax, and the inheritance tax, broad-
'scale welfare programs,- uniform salary and wage scales and a permissive social
climate have all contributed to a lessening of incentives conducive to out-
standing performance. One of-the field reporters reported teactiers comrents

as follows:

We have lost our work ethic. School is for entertainment. Parents,

teachers, and children have'lost appreciation for education. They
want to bf,rewarded for performing any kind.of work. Rewarding
effort namatter what the quality of the product is a'part of it."

This brief qjote ra$ses questions about attitudes toward work, the purposes
of school, "succest-" without effort and the general quest4on of quality. It is

a. succinct-statement reflecting on the malaise arcting both schoOls and
society:

It is imp sible to consider the role of the schools as social institutions
without thin la seriously about the many outside forces that influence and
direct the activities of the scN9ol,system. One study repofted,that "schools
were the creatures of the sbcial system more than of .thd Academy. u12 Implicit

in thisAtatement is recognition that the'public schools are a creation of gov-
ernment and that they.are exposed and highly sensitive to the political process.
Up until about 25 years ago the-political sensitivity extended majnly to thea
local community with some concern for the state level. However, all of this has
changed in the last 25 years and now the federal mernment and,expanded state '
edUcational bureaucracies assume much larger roles with respect to the'OPeration
of schools. ,

One observer,Eatoted out that the wriculum is defin tely a low pritrity
consideration when attention is focused on such matters as minimum competencies
in reading and mathematics, desegregation, accountability, and public relations
in thesommunity." Clearliy, the attention of administrative leadership in

4* school systems today is not focused on curriculum and program development.' One
observer niade the following assessment and/provides a rather revealing vignette
of the disaster of'external intervention: .

The personnel in the school are under duress. , The' organization they
work in has been sev,erely affected by budget tuts; loss of student
population; materials distribution problems; court decisions that
enforced the equalization of teaching, resources, but introduced guide-
lines contradictory to those of federally-funded program§; court
deeisions that forced'mainstreaming of all kinds of students; the,

"Case Studies in Science Education Volume I, 91 cit., 0Opter 1, p. 59.
12Case Studies in Scienbe Education Volume II, p cft., Chapter 16,

p 26.7.
13Case Studies in Science Education, Volume I, 2, cit. h'apter 5, p



general poveyty and high unemployment rate of the parental constituency
of tbe(public schdols; the high crime rates particularly vandalism and
theft, that is often counterpott in urban.settings of these economic -,kr

conditions; and by a system heavily dependent on,federally-funded
special programs characterczed by short-termCabundante followed-by
reduction, squeeze-.out and pull-out for national, rather than focal
reasons. 14

AP-
.1

(

Whatever may be the merits on philosophical or political grounds of the
broad-scale judicial intervention that has. pccurred in the last two decadet, it
has created problem for'local public schools. 'Court ordere'd mainstreaming of

children with serious behavioral problems hos 'eroded t4e teacher's authority
and reduced ability to.maintain classroom control. It is regarded as such a
Serious4mposition that VI one case the teachers banded togethen to petition
the unio to initiate a class action s4pit on their.behaif to obtain relief.
One parent was quoted as saying that "juvenile delinquents are placed in the
sChools by the courts regardless of their effect on other children."15 In

another school that was under a cou'rt order invo1v1Wg desegregation prattices,
the observer felt constrained to comment that "the school feels it has been left
to cope wilh situations not of`its.own makingthat decisions have frequently
been taken on political grounds without referende to what happens in whoo1s.116

' One teacher seemeg to, speak for many and vented her frustrati ns in a:letter to
-the local newspaper. She stated:

Sometimes, I do think that cpurts and high officials are trying tO
destroy education. They certainly.put enough stumbling blocks in
the path. The officials and legislators here in Illinois.are very,
quick to taice a hand in making rules for 4nd*demands on schools.
These have to be complied with, whether they are educationally .

sound or not,)7
,

Governmental intervention and the pressure to ii,ake the public education
system an instrument of iocial reform have had profound effects on the educa-
tional establishment. HOwever successful the various reforms have been in
achieving socia1iob5ectives, the impact of govennMen intervention on the quality

of the ed ional program has,been deleterious. P .c: schools ha0 been sub-

11s
stantiall1haped by the spcial reform efforts.

1

r

Considering the impact of government intervention in the schbols, it is
easier to understand why Attention to instructional programs is as inadequate
as it is. Real iquestions appear to be: How can healthy learning atmospheres
be created or restored and maintained? How canNjnstructionallmaterials be pro-
vided that will stimulate needed intel.lectual gralitth in all students and at the
same time serve'the needs of society? 1

s

/

14case Studies in Science Education, Volume I, Jal:.--cit., Chapter 9, p. 1.

'5Ibid., p. 17. . , -

.

'Ibid., Chapter 11, p. 4.
.

"Zdil Studies in SCience Education Volume II, 22.. ocit., Chapter 1

16:26.2.



The educational system is presumably designed for the initial benefit of
students, although society expects to reap ultimately a rich return on itS.
investment in the individual. It is appropriate, therefore, that,a major sec-
tion orthe report should treat selected aspects related to stddents.

'Students

The three reports provide`many details relating to the studenis and their
relationships to the educational establishment. In a careful review of the
materials there are a nuMber of recurring themes -and 'problems,which seem ta
emerge and which merit attention in thisreview.

-

Motivation
1 \ 4*

One'of the most persistent themes re'flected throughout the reports of the
field observers is that ayerage and below average students are not motivated by
their school programs. Even those upper ability students who arel.generally
reported to be receiving good grades 40d to be doing reasonably good work are
apparently mot#vated by fhe desire for goOd grades rather than tq achieve jntel-
lectual Th4.re is also eyidence of an "avoidance syndrome'.' of rigorous
courses by grade-point conscious students, sometimes encouraged or advised by
counselors.'9 School, too often,' is seen bV students as a necessary evil--a
sort of waiting period before they can get on to the really important things in
life.like,going to college or getting a job. There is little evidence that get-
ting an education is regarded as a privilege,,as an opportunity for .personal
develbpment and/enrichment, to be cheriihed'ikits own right. Although schools
have not historically been known as beloved iiptitutioni by generatio of-stu-
dentS, it seems that the.present generation of.students reftects,a _ er and
fundamentally more serious negativism toward schools, teachers, and education
in general. The indjcators of such- negativism are numerous and., in addition to
lack of,motivttIon, iriclude the.continuing.references in the re'ports to boring. "

classes,,vindalism, disrnpt ve school behaVior and pervasive anti-intellectual
attit6des,

*

As indicated earlier in this' report, wle the conditons stgted above are
mell documented in the studies, there is'very little that relates' to thefreti-
olog. What are the conditions--educational, social,,psychological,.economic--
that develop these unsatisfactory attitudes in many chil ren and adolescents?
'How have homes, schools, and society in general failed s ch children to s4ch an
extent that they beqome dropouts from learniag and pr ems both to themSelves
and to the lamer social order? 'What chSriges have occuri-ed in the social systen
which account forrpch Shifts in student'attitudes and behavior? Eion.stUdents
who do well in their work often appear to Ne working for'external reasons,' They
are concerned about grades and passing tests. The question "Will it count?" is
all tooNfamiliar to.teachers.

9Cacse Studies in Science Education, Volume I, op.. 6it., Chapter 9.

19Case Studies in Scie e Education, Volume II, ap. cit.,.Chapter-12,
18; 25a.

8
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It'is hard to escape the.conAttion that many, perhaps most,,students. do
not reallyhave a commitment to education nor do they feel any internal, iOrin-
sic need for sielf-fulfillment through educational accomplishment. Th social
'turmoil of the sixti.es which,w#'s an outgrowth of the Vietnam gonfli bad a
,verY profound effect on the young which stilljiersists. Student -ac ivisin TUC-
cessfully challenged established authority abd standards in a wide range of

-action&.
,

The questitn of.how to motivate students 'will cohtinue to be one of the
most.perplexing prOlems in education and one.which Opears to be' in obvious
.need offurther research and.anAlysis As well as actibwprograms desigbed ta
recapture and redirect, studV motivations.

:

4
Ach* vement

Although asiihment af student achievement-was notAa major focus of the .

studiesiconcern' Over pobr achieveeht is refletted repeatedly by references to
unmotivated-and apathetiestudents. A quotation-that catches the spirit of this
concern states:

2

. . in every site teachers, administrators and parents were saying
that the children have changed. In's'imany respects they, do not-Tike
the change, . . Each generation clearly sees that the younger
folks do not work as P*Ird as hey did. And now children are seen to
'lack motivation, concern about the future, and respect far authority.
"They think too much about cars. They go off arounethe world. They
don't settle down to a reel'job.". Teachers are as ditmayed by this
view as other adults are." 'Sr

There is substantial evidence in these reports_as welt as from ther ormgani-

zations, particularly the National Aslessment.of-Educational Progre nd the
College Entrance Examination Board, to.support the position that standa of
achievement have' been falling steadily over the past decade or so. Th s includes,
students at all levels, including the college bound., Although there have been
many attempts to explain away this finding, the evidence appears to be convinc-
ing that the decline is real. The dbmplaints of teachersiplating to .student
performanCe are numerous and amongothers include the allegation that things
Must be taught over and over again. There also seems to be evidencethat
ing fails to transfer efficiently.. Obviously these areinot new problems0out
they seem to be present in a more pernicious form than formerly. One would be
inclined to ask whetherfor not teaching is less efficient than it used to be,
whether there'are'hew conditions or fnfluences that adversely affect learning
or whether students'on the average are less capable than former generations of
students.

5tudents appear to take a very short-range view of the value of education.
Perceptions seem to be that knowledge shouTd have immediate applicationgor should
clearly relate to job opportunities. Such a view tends to fly directly in .the
face of intuitive knowledge that what seems highly relevaneto one who is 12,

. \
125.2 Case'Studies in Science'Educati Volume II,'22.. ci Chapter 17, )
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116, or 18.yeart of age iS likely to have been proven invaloid .by the tipe one
has reachbd middle life. In syite of this, courses-that do not provide edu-,,
cation that is easily identified %ith specific' job preparatjon including

(science, mathema.tics,'and social sciences are called uppn to juStify their
7bent4nue4 existence in.the curriculum. In brief, educatiop seems caught up 'in
the issues orgeneral education versus vocational educatioif, short-range iersuS
long-range goals, and'economic versus humanistic considerations:

It seems both unfortunate and incorrect that sciences are-perceived to be
'relevant'only for those who are tbbeome fop flight professiOnals,. It is ndt'
.perceived to be significant in the,daily lives of average oitiz A cimment
by a student clearly reflects this ubiquitous view,

When you do get into higher math'and stAice stuff,' sometimes you
feel unless you're really going to continue and be a physicist or
something, there's no reason to take it because you're never going
to use it. Unless you're really planning on clifting the ladder
and be way up there. It's practical to stop.2'

Additional comments,on the-general educational functions of sCience are
included in the seetion on curriculum.

Learning

'Although the areas of curriculum and teaching will be considered in later
sections, it is useful at this point to point out same of the interactions that
students have with both curriculum and teachers. The evidence fi'om these
studies indicates.that the NSF curricUlum reform movimlmts -of the 1960s and
particOarly those in mathematics were not very successful. The several proj-
ects are percei^ved to be elitist in*character. One field observer commented:'

,It ts perhaps important to note that where the curriculum reformswvof the sixties found their main audience, and made their greatest
impact, es on high status, highincoMe, middle class iohool sys-

- tems (witness PSSC, Chem Study . .). These were, after all
ihnovations that belonged primariTy to elite groups: to the uni-
versities, the foundations, a few exceptkInal schools 22 -

The reform efforts tended to emphasize the structure'of the discipline, in-
depth lear'ning, and laboratory'activities reouiring'considerable thought and

Onsighf. To students'who are now looking for, "relevance," fulfillment of imme-
?diate objectpes, job-related learnings, afi4 practical Oplications of science
to technology,'the new curricula have little\appeal. When- these rigorous cur-
ricula are placed in the prevailing school and community context and when all
the handicaps related to facilities, teaChers not prepared to use the curricula,
disciplinary problems, and the governmental requirements discussed earlier, it
is not hard to understand why tbey are having limited succesS.

I

21Ibid., Chapter 12, p: 23.
22Case Studies in Science Education Vglume I, 22.. c t., Chapter 11, p. 27.
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The hypothesis that any subject canafie taught effectively in some intel-
lectually honest form to' any child at any stage of development provided the psY-
chological support and* eationale for curriculum reformers to introduce more
abstract and difficult materials at lower grads leVels.23 It is difficult to
'establish a firm connection between such a psydhological concept-and some of the
content in the new curricula, but it seems reasonable'td speculate that this view

rcontribUted to the limited success of'some of the new ,pnagrams. Teachers-inter-4-
viewed in the case. study reports_had,mery differni notions abotit what might he
apprapriatq for chi1dren.24 'Orie,teacher commented:

'Earlier and earlier we expect more and more. Where will 4t end?
We pay for it earlier and earlier, tic). Scandinavians do not
start their children until age -eight. Their literacy rate is
better the ours. In two years their childr'en are caught up with
their European counterparts.25

The dichotomy between students' expectations and the goals of the durricu-
lum reformers has already been pointed'out. However, it seems possible that
some of the present student,disenchantment, their lack of motivation, their
boredom, and their lack of effort may be rtlated to the Latt that the curriculum
content.is not really suited to their leveTs and that it is indeed too difficult
-and too abstract for most of the students. This may imply, too,.that learning
theories derived from carefully controlled and'ordered laboratories do not'
necessarily have relevance in the kinds of social settings prevailing.in most
schools Where discipline concerns, peer pressures, and many distractions all
operate to undermine the effectiveness of the learning Orocess.

In another comment related to student learning,'CSSE reported that much of
the instruction observed coUld be characterized as molecular rather than'holis-
tic.76 This is a key cOservation-and is probably related to a number of prob-.
rems including the misuseof teaching materials, lack of transfer of learning,
and dull and unstimul4ting instruction. "Big ideas" are More likely to be
retained by students than is-olated facts. ' Howeyer, many of the examples of
instruction that- were reported in the CSSE study seemed to be emphasizing fac-
tual information without placing it in ti1e context of larger conceptual schemes.
When learning is not placed in such an overan structure arid wheh it'is not
persdnalized or related meaningfully to the experiential background-of students,
it is unlikely that it will be Tong remembered.

Discirpline

Discipline in the pub ic schools has become a serious problem. 'It is

-referred to frequently hy he field abservers. One individual reported:

23Jerome S. Bruner, The'Proceiss of EduOtion, Cambridge Mass. Harvrd
University Press, 1961, p. 33.

vTase Studies in Science Education, Volume I, or cit. Chapter 4, pp.
24-25.

25Case.Studies in Science Education; Volume I cit.', Chapter 1, P. 40.
26Case Studies fn Science EdUtition, 22..Ft., Chapter 13, p. 44.
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The.major bbsta-cle [to sound instretion], it often appeared:,,what-'
[sic] works agatnst these efforts to be-efficient and effective,' was
the student. Not just'his.poor background, bUt hts lack of commit-
ment to learning, his distraotability, his defiance of authority,
--hers.too, of course. And these obstructions are not neatly don-
tained taas to_ obstruct only the learning opportunity for that
learner, but spill over to impede the..whole class. The teacher
looks for ways of intimidating or .cajoTing; often without success.
The teaeher seeks to isolate or expel the misbehaving..stuOnt, often _

without success .27
.

ThehistOr'ic condeption of the schools as 'being "in loco parentis" has dis-,
appeared. .The genera) ambience of a permissive society has made the problem of
control of students extremely difficult. 'Discipline in some schocils has become
such an acute problem that-it serioufly interferes with the acadsmic program.
It is a source of teacher,frustration and tension and may be part of tbe
nation of why standards have fallen and achievement scores have deClined. ,

The erdsion of the school's authority hasqlot passed unnoticed by the siu-
dents. They have demanded and received rights and privileges which tn
days would havgabeen denied. Whether these greater freedoms have enhanced the
educational achfbement of children ahd youth ivdoubtful. "iThat it has contrib-
uted to the difficulties and frustrations of diaintaining a sound 1ea1ning.envi-
ronment is scarcely to be denied.

-As a further index of 6roblems in this area;"the field observers reportid
high rates of absenteeism, students wandering the halls, and a flagrant example
of student disrespect for the teacher's authority. Although not repprted in
these studies, actual physical lbuse of teachers has occurred on a'fairly wide
scale. Verbal abuse of.teachers is a'daily occUrrence in many schools.

Such counterproductive conditionl should certainly not be alloweq to con-
tinue toprevail. It is a majon educational-problem when'in the, name of freedom
and individual student rights, ebnduct must be tolerated that adversely affects
the learning environment to the detriment of students who really wish to-learn.

It seems clear that the notions o'f freedom and indiyfdual rights for stu-
dents have often been extended far beyond any reasonable limits and 'Oh-result
have often seriously impaired the ability of the schools to'maintain an atmos-
phere conducive to effective learning. It seems clear that sucli freedoms are
neither in the best interests of students nor of society. There is also a ques-;
tion of.the rights-Of teachers to be accorded the respect, dignity, and consid-
eration towhicfr,their offiCe Stiould-entitle them'. A recognized-world-authority
on learning has made some pertinent observations about the tmpact of excessive
freedom for stglents in the educational setting.

Is te free and happy student at least more effective as a citizen?
Is he a better person?, The evidence is not very reassuring. Having'
dropped oat of school, he ts likely to drop out of life too. It

e

2ICase Studies_ 'Science Education V6lume 'II, 22: cit., Chapter 14, pp.
12-13.
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would-be unfair to let the hippie'culture represent young people
todayt but it does.serve to clarifkan exti.eme: Thelmembers of that
culture do not accept.nespOnsibility for thejr own lives; they

sAngg on the contributions of those who have hot.yet been made free

and happty--who have gone'to medical scho61 and become doctors, or who,
hive bedome the farmers who.raise the food or the worke s who produce
the goods they cOnsume.?8

The natural, lbgic1)4 outcome of thestruggle for personal.freedom
in _education is that the teachir should improve hts control of the
student rather ,han abandon it. The free schodl is no school at
all. Its phil6sophy signalizes 'the abdication of the teacher. The
teacher who understands his assignment and /S familiar with the
behavior processeS'needed to fulfill it can have students.who not
only feel free and happy while'they are being taught but who will
continue to feel free and.happy,when their formal-education comes
to an end. They will do so because:they will be succeSsful in
their work (having acquired useful productive repertoires), because
they will get on well with their fellows (having learned to under-

,stand themselves and other's), because they will enjoy what they do
(having acquired the necessary knowledge and skills), and because
they will from time to time make an occasional creative contribution
toward an even more effective and enjoyable-way of life. Possibly

the most importadf cdnseouen is ihat.the teacher will then feel

free and happy too.29 .

Peer Pressure

The fact that the majority .erteenagers do not place-a. high value, on educe-,
tion has penetratecLdeeplY, into-the teenage culture; Although the studies db
not refer pointedly or frequently to this problem evidence of its existence
does shim up in a few instances..

Although the adverse impact of these pressures is probably greatest on
minority!aildren, on children of poyg'rty, and on children from-lower-class homes
all children are subject to peer inflatnces. It is notable that the references
to to the peer pressure problem in the studieS pertain in every.linStance to chil-
dren who are either mivrity or with low social status. In one Instance the
observer reported that 'the cost of being interested ih education and valuing
what the school has to of r is,-that it had cut Helena [the student] off from

-the social life that pe ates school, for most stUdents.-"3° In another instance
the reporter stated, "Théycall Carmen 'Jaitona' (snottY) and otherl'hames'.-"31

2
'

B F. Skinner, "The Free and Happy Student,"*Phi Delta Kappani September
1973, p. 14.

29Ib1d., p. 16
Studies'in Science Educatioh, Vo

31Case Studies in Science Education, Vo
p -26.7.
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In still one more instance t was stated of students in a ninth 'grade class

'some who th-en't so bright and others wha are kright are so heavily into the

'street' system Of social relations and so under peer-dominated social control

that they are lost to:the activities of the classroom."32 In the case of koth

teenage girls mentioned above, they were minority students. These lncibents

(refleot the'considerable social pressures exerted on such children in trying to

ensure their conforffity by npnachievemut.,. The price of Academic success was

ostracisT by their peer group. Few chijdren have the strength of character and

the socfrological and moral supports to Wthstand.this'kind of pressure: Thus,

a major problem Ippears to be' how one might reorient .te peer group (a difficult

'task) or-, alternatively; how one can help such stud4nt to maintain their goals

and aspiratiOns'and to protect thermfrom the sometfmes rather savage assaults of

their peers'.

The pressure to conformify by peers fs also illustrated:through another
incident reported in which a student made an unorthodox but not necessarily,in-

correct response to a teacher's question. The student was,ridiculed and laughed

at and even though the teaCheri in this instance had regarded-it as 'a "beautifill

and creative response, he did nothing to protect the particular individual from

being embarrassed by his peers. Itimight be argued that it is a reasonable
responsibility Of the 'teacher to look for the rare, oreative and insightful
respOnse and to.rise quickly to tbe defense of students who make such responses
and thereby create a climate in which "the Unorthodo0 idea can,not only be

stated, but be encouraged.

a
. Teachers

.
Ai

The heart of the instl-uctional process' s the teacher. In emphasizing the

i p rtance of the teachr one worker made the following observation:
e

7

8 .

Teacher Is/ Key.. What'science education will be for any one chi1d

for any one year fs mogt dependent on what that child's teacher

believes, knows and does--and doesn't bailleve', doesn't know, and'

doesn't do. For essentisally all of the science learned in the
school, the teacher is the enabler, the insptration, and the con-
straint.33

. 4

2 A

:It is an irony of educa ion that wen teachers were regarded as low-paid
Menials their control dver hildren and the educational process in general was

almost absolute; yet; as eachers have approached ajmore nearly true pfofession-

alism, the controlsktea ers max exercise over students particularly, and to

some extent over c,ijtculum. and teaching'materials, has been gradually eroded.

Teaching today is not a particularlY happy occupation and, any observer of the

profession over a period of time is continual,ly distressed by the exodus of many,

fine teachers to other occupations,. Yet .this is mot surprising when one

32cam_511ii_e_silislistfon, Volume I, 9.21.. cit. Ch4ter 9, p, 5.

33The Statue of Pre-Colle e Science, Mathematics and Sccial Studies Educa-

tional Practices in U.S. Schoo s: An Overview an Summaries o T ee Stu es,

op, cit. Chapter 19, p. 1,
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considers the frustrations that teachers.

setting.

ust endure in the present edudational

'Teachers encounttr pressures from all kinds,of special interst groups,and

parents:. There are dtmands foraccountability, teacher evaivation and volumi-

nous recOrdS and,repoi'ts. Additional problems iliclu4gOnadequate materials and )

supplies, poor maintenance' for'equ-ipment and insuffisient time to accomplish #11

of the assigned responsibilities. Considering'all oT these many factors it is

.fo4wonder that 'teachers are not hi'ghly, enamoured mtth many of the1cur4ricular

innovations ,that are, presented to thenT. No wonder, either,, that teacha-s are

occasionally hostile toward "icholdr's help.",34 In spite of all thes'e problems,

however, there are many excellent'teachers who can ánd.do conduct.first-class

educational,programs. Unfortunately, their number is insufficient.

Teacher Assignment and 4isass4.tment
and Related Problems

The studies provide some insight into,one of the Most grievous problems in

American education. It is also one that gets some of the,least exposure. This

relates to the assignment of teachers., particularly ai'the junior and senior

high school levels. There are assignment problems in the elementary schodq but

they are of a different order. With regard-to secondary school teacflers, one

hears a great deal about the poor teacher preparation encountered. If one

probesteneath the surface, however, the'problem is often not lack of preparation

but of misassignment. The data reported in the three studies give ample evidence

that misassignthent is a'very real problem and a common phenomenon. That there

are administrative9problems in making appropriate Awher assignments cannot be

denied. There.is always an overflow section of EnglIsh,,algebra, Ametican

history or other subjects that has to be taught. Nevertheless, theiegre too

many instances where teacher assignments do'not reflesct this kind afWilinis7

-tredve necessity but, rather, result from inept recruiting, poor management,

lack of planning, or other extraneous factors.

The:problems are now intensified because many sChools are faced with reduc-

, tions in force and retention and reasSignments,are made on the basis of seniority

rather than on curricular needs or professional qualifications. One teacher

reported that half of the mathematics teachers in his school were really social

studies teachers.35 In 'other instances, the intenf of affirmative action Seems

clearly to be circumvented and a fieldrobserver reported that in certain sites

they found 4"kith anq kin" consideratiohs to be highly significant in teacher

employment. Someho or. other it seems that this type of Provincialism should be

4 passe".

,Evfdence presented in the Research- Triangle Institute study ihdicates that

in the janior 44igh schools only 28% of the mathematics teachers, 24% of the'sci-

ence teachers, and 24% of the locial studies teachers had teaching assignments

restricted to these fields only. The'comparable figures fer senior high schools

34Case 5tbdi n Science Education, Volu e 1.1, 92. ci.t., Chapter 16, p. 2.

35Ibid p. 5.
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were 27% for mathematict, 27% for 'science, and 31% for social studies te'achers.36.
Unfortunatebi this information is not very useful since no evidence is provided

.about teachers' academic and professional preparation.. It may well be that they
have teaChing assignMents in mathematics only'and yet be minimaTty,prepared in
the field. The preSumption probably is that most of these people were teaching

4,in!their major, field butthere is no evidence subMitted to demonstrate that this
Ts,'im fact, so. It-is certainly well known that aNgreat manTeachers are
teaching outside oftheir major fields of.preparation. .e.erhap the most impor-
tact questiop is.not,whether they are'teaching in more than one-field but rather
how adeguat 'the preparatioh may be-to teach whapver it is they are assigne0,to
teach.\ There might bé.a rehsonable.expectation, for example, that a physics
te,icherould be competent to teach an introductory, algebra course.

It is perhaps significant also to point out thai only somewhat over 5% of.
school principals have backgrounds in mathematics and approxitately 10% have
backgrounds in natural science.3'' This in itself might give some clue to the
ladk of emphasis or focus in many schools on'acadeMic programs including those
in science and mathematics. It may also ratse serious-questions about communi-
ties.' values and the relatiVe values they assign to academic programs versus
other school activities

.

Preservice Training of l'eachers

None of the studies gives much information about the .preservice training o'f
teachers although they tend to emphasize that, especially in the 1960s, attention
was fdcused on inservice education to the neglect of preservice concerns.38 This

appears to be one of the major gaps in the reports. Yet good preservice. programs
are the.best insurance for qualified teachers. It is much awe diff4cult to
correct deficiehcies, particularly in the atademic background's Qf teachers once
they have been certifig, than it is to require adequate preparation prior to
certification.", As'previously-indicated, the quality ofJmuch that passes for
'inservice education is of dubious value And is hardly likely to compensate for
major deficiencies that may exist in the preservice programs.. Although kccredi-
tation Standards of various kinds have helped to ensure sortie measure of quanti-
tative control--Specqic courses, number of credits, etc.--accreditation rarely
touches toom the qualitative aspects of programs either in the content teach.ing
areas or in the professional educational components.

Although many criticisms have been made of teacher preparation programS,
the facts, are that almost no major teacher preparation institution would graduate
and recommend a social studies student for certification as a teacher who dtd,
not have a broad background in the social sciences inclucang the equivalent of a .
major in one field with supporting courses in sLich areas as .geography, sociology,
economics and political . If the major should happen to be in one of
these fields, then substantial ork in American history ancLa selection of non-
American history courses would b re uired. Similarly, in biology, a teacper .

96Weiss, pk. cit., p. 46.
'37Weiss, 22.. cit., p. 143.
38Wydam and Osborne, 222 cit., P. tn.
39Suydam and Osborne, pp? cit., p. 166.
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recommeded for certification would typically_have a faundoroundinglpin botany,

zoology, aRd physiology, with required courses in genetics, 'coe'iganic and norganic

chemistry, microbiology, etc.. Other fields tend to 'show a synilar/pettern with
'adequate distributidp and depth in appropriate courses, at last to the eXtent
that such distribution.and depth can be acquired in a four-year baccalaureate
prdgram of studies. It must be reiterated, however',' that no preparation program

can comliensate for faulty teacher hssigkiments.
. ,

Probably one of the most.s erious l'reservice problems in science relates to
the, prep4r-ation of,elementary school teachers. Elementary school teachers.are
reported to.indicate that .they-hav,e the greatest' feelings of'inadequacy with
respect to teaching kience.40 This.is surely partly a reflection4f their
preparation. Often as few as-six'hours of science may be required, which is
likely to-be a general survey type of college course or.the introductory courses
in a major field. However, the number of hours not necessarily an index

quality. College science course's provide practicallly no preparation of the kind

that would be useful to the elementary teacher in the classroom. . The professional
preparation component of,the teacher's education tendsYto focus heavily on the
teaching of reading.and mathematics, especially reading. Professional prepara-

tiorl to teach science may be minimal. The AAAS in cooperation ;Ilith the state'
directors of teacher certification has been active in addressing the problem of
teacher preparation:41

The OhiO State University study reflects some serious problems with respect
to junior high school teachers. :Few teacher prepare specgically to teach %.

junior high school science. Most junior high school science teachers have been
prepared to teach senior high science and thus have specialized in biolOgy,
chemistry, orjahysics. Junior high science is usually a mix of disciplines. ,

Ideally it should address the unique psychological aird social needs of early
teenage 'children and junfor high science teachers should be specially prepared
for this important task. Preparation programs focusing particularly on teaching
at this l'vel are comparatively uncommon, although there has recently been some
enhanced, -Interest shown by teachbr preparing institutions. The, Ohio State re-

port indicated that in 1968 there was a lack of basic objective evidence on the
effectiveness of te'achor education programs.42 This situation still prevails.
There is no doubt whatever that many institutions of higher education have
teacher education programs but do not have either the commitment or the-
resources to prepare quality teachers.

In the senior high school it appears that proUlems at this level,as far as
formal preparation is concerned, are much more likely to be identified with the
mi*Assigliment of teacher's than with the formal preparation in their specialized
subject field. The 5ame outstions of quality and rele4ancy of the typical aca-
demic major to the realities of teaching in secondar/ schools stilf prevail.

40Weiss, alL. cit., p. 142.
41Amrican Association for the Advancement of Science, Preservice Science

Education of Elementary Schooljeachers, 19,0, and Guidelines and Standards for
Che Education of Se,cendary School Teachers of Science and -lathematics, 1971

4-2Helgeson et al, p.a. cit., p. 69.
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Another issue that need to be faced square.ly is_the relationship between
the amount aRd quality off the teachers' professibnal and academic preparation
and the performante of their. students. The small amount of -evidence submittel
in.these studies.is not reassuring. It was. indicated that neither years of
experience nor advanced,tt'aining was significantly rel\ated to differences of
frequency of use -of good reading practices.43 In'anollor i'nstance it was.re-
Ported that research workers "found that there was no correlation between,formal
subjeCt-Mattersreparation and teacher knowledge,e'the sUbject or betweem for-
mal subject-matter preparation'and student cognilive 1earning. 1144 In reviewing%
the reSearch bn mathematics teacheu and the resUlts,of.some mador studies; it
'was reported that "the, teachers' characteristics did not account for 0 si4jniff-
cant portion of the variance""5 (in student performance) and there was "no Sig-
nificant correlation between teachers' knowledge and performance of their stu-
dents.6 Such findings ratse serious questions about the nature of both pre-
service and inservice training pebgrams and about both the'dprofessional and
academcc components of preparation. There are certainly a number of alternative
'explanations that might be considered in exploring this phenomenon if further
evidence establishes its general validity. liet may:be that once a minimum com-
petence in subject matter is attained, other abilities.sudh'as those pertaining
to tcemunicator, facilitator or m6tivator.ro1es may become moreimportant. Thus
a minimally prepared teacher might be equally or more,successful than a colleaque
with more substantial' academic preparation who lacks personal qualities or traits
useful in the classroom. Or it may be that teacher preparation is Such a,mini-
mail factor in the Psycho-social setting of the 'school that it contributes rela-
tivily-slightly to the total variance in student performance. Still a third-.

possibility is that preservice and inservice programs are just not relevant in
terms of the selections of subject matter and methodologies that are appropriate
to elementary and secondary school teachers' needs. Whatever the case, it would
appear that this is a major problem and one deserving of some serious exploraticT
bx research workers. Obviously, the debate and concern about both pre- and in- ,

krvice education for teachersdcan be'meaningful only iR the Context that such
training does make a difference in the learning and performance of their students.

Inservice Training of Teachers,
44

The concept of inservice education covers a broad spectrum,of activities
:that vary 'greatly'both qualitatively and quantitatively. The report from Ohio
State states, "inservice education appears to mean diffeient things to'different
people, with little agreement cioncerning its Obrposes."7 One of the driticisms
teachers make of inservice education is that it is not ."job specific." Locally
designed inservice programs for the purpose of introducing a new curriculum 7

might very well be highly specific job.4related learning.

On the other hand, graduate
,

courses at a university are presUlliably
at broad toecepts Principles, and problems in the field. They Should be useful

a

"'Wiley and Race, 2E. cit. p. 58.
"Ibid., p. 161.
45-grOam an4 Osborne, pp.. cit., p. 144.
"Ibid..

.

,

"Tfiliepn et al, op. cit., p..70-
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-.to the teacher but in a more general sense.. They would require translation,
adaptation, and filtering to make them applicable to the specific needs of
Igdividua1 elementary and secondary classrooms. A professional teacher should
be able to make such a traelation.

1 In general the teachers urveyed felt that the National.Science Toundation
Institute5 were Moderately 5uc essful to suCcessful048 The?e is a tendency to'',
lump all of the NSF Lnstitutes into a single sterebtyped-category in thestudies.
Like other stereotYPes, 'this is subject to question. Undoubtedly the institutes
varied enormously in their quality and value. 'There is not'much doubt that '

teachers would like to see them continued, although there were occasional criti-
cisms of the programs. pne.cannot avoid considering the possible self-serving
motives involved ih the positive evaluation made by many teachers who hoped that
good ratings might encourage reestablishment of the programs."

One of the criticisms of the institUte program yes that generally they
tended to serve teachers who needed ihtervice training least.5° On the positive
side, the institutes served a very large proportion of the present leadership
eadre in science education arid provided them with experiences and perspectives
that they would otherwise have been unlikely to acquire.

Curriculum

The last 25 ears haye witnessed unprecedented activity in tile fitpld of

curriculum development. The aftermath of World War II, Sputnik, the 9bld War,
the support by the federal goverpment of various curriculum reform endeavors--
with generous support of many millions of dol-lars--an accelerated rate of tech-
nological development, student aFtivism and various aspects of-social reform
have profoundly influenced the c4rricula of the schoOls. School currtcula have
been influenced by currents and counter currents including liberal and conserva-
tive ideologies, innovators and traditionalists, accountability adherents, .pro-
moters of management4by objective's, elitist Versus populist philosophies, and
advocates of technologi'Eal applications to education. Considering all of these
.forces seeking to change the educational curriculum, it is not,much wonder that
the school curricuum sometimes appears to be in disarray.

Curricular Znnovations 44.

NO period in American history has witnessed the troduction of so many
eddcational innovations, particularly in science, Social studies, and mathemat-
,ics, as the last 25 years. There are those who feel hat the innovations were
introduced with' "insufficient rationale for sweeping changes in curriculum and
instruction.151 One of the problems has been the definition of "change."
Change may'be revolutionarychange with a capital "C"--or evolutionary--change
with a small "c." Even the most conservative educator recognizes that neither

"The referenge is to the NSF-supported submer ancLinservice institutes
for precollege teachers that were a major effort of NSF in the 1960s.

"Suydam and Osborne, OR. cit., p. 167
"Ibid., p. 136.
51Ib1d., p. 59.



curriculum materials nor teaching practices can maintain a status 96o"positi.on. //,

Improvem vients are always need in education. But, as the Ofil-Friate revi64
indicates, there is a feeling that "far too Many of them [new instructional
approaches] .have been promoted as panaceas, ralher than as components in a
teacher's repertdire-, to be used as children, content, dnd circumstances war-

4

rant.""

"Reform" Efforts.Supported 1?y NSF

a

The reform programs sponsored by NSF have been perceived by.some to be in
the elitist tradition. They reflected a philosophical position that science is
an investigative and logical search for order and that content should be select d
and instructional materials developed in accordance with this concept. They
were difficult and they were deTanding on both teachers, and studehts. The
emphasis was on structure of the sdbject matter and much of the content was
abstract,, perhaps most markedly so in the so-called "new mathematics." However,
the NSF-supported reform efforts' started just b9fore or just after the launch-
ing of Sptunik in 1957 and were a response to the concern that the United.States
needed more scientists to compete with Russia. The new curricula were conceived
of as elitist. Then in the late 1960s and early 1970s nationai concerns were
refocused on such things as relevance, job-related learning, consideration of
opportunities in science for all members of society, and limitations and problems
of teChnology. These 4deficiencies," evident in the reports, do not reflect on
the purpose of the NSF-supported curriculum projects, but rather on the change
in direction o the purposes df elementary and secondary science, social science,
and mathematics'education.

The NSF-supported curriculum projects have had a strong posittve effect on
precollege education. Perhaps the greatest value is in the influence that they
have had dn instructional materials produced by publishing companies. Ittis
probably the case that commercial materials have been'substantially improqed -

either through the need to compete more favorably or through emulation, imita-
tion, and/or stimulation provided by the NSF-sponsored materials. No doubt cer-
tain materials and practices were also avoided on the basis of observations of
problems with the proSect materials. Such influence's will probably continue for
Aany years into the future.

.Elementary School Science

Many factors have converged to contribute to a Aiminishing role for science
and social studies in the elementary school. After the flurry of activities to
'promOte science and social science education,in the elementary schools during
the s60s, there has been a gradual decline in emphasis and time devoted to the
subject.53 Factors contributing to this situation are numeroUs and 'include the
inadequate preparation of elementary teachers in science and the decline in
student adievement which further stimulated the very strong "back to the basics"

52Ibid., p. 58
53The Status of P e,College Science, Mathematics, and Social Studies Ediftw

cationalPractices in S Schad s: An Overview and Summaries of Three Studies,
22, cit.,,Ch4ptfr 19, p.3
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.2movement alohg.with demands .fbr acCountability and coMpet ncy especially in
regard to reading and mathematics. The view is widespread-and supported by
juni.or and senior high school science teachers that perheps science Is 'really
not very important inithe elementary schoo1.54 One thing that is not clear from
a philosophical/point of vi6w or from any evidenceincluded in the three.reports

.

is why science vocabulaty, facts andelementary ideas and concepts of science
cannot be ued as a4vehkcle for the.reading process and for correlation with
school rAttrematics. This it a point that deserves seri usconsideraVion by
school systems and othee groups concerned w4th the.quaflty of .precollege science,
mathematics, and social science education.

The reports indicate strong negative reactions by teachers toward the moving
down of difficult materials from higher grades into lower:grades.' They resist
the notion t* better instruction means harder instructfon and by implication
they see such efforts as only increasing their difficulty in keeping students
motivated and responsive to the instructional process.55 This ft,another point
that should be considered seriously. Is the implication justified? Do teachers

need inservice orientation?

The "back to basics" movement is a fundamental determinant of elementary
school curriculum today. .By some,. science and social studies are not included
among these basics, alpiough why they are not is a pertinent question. Scien-
tific concepts such asitime,-distance, gravity and life-maintaining requirements
of the living organisms are among the most basic ideas that one can imagine.
The fact that natural science is not considered "a basic" is probably a reflec-
tion of some of the misconceptions held about the sciences by society at large.

':Back to the basics" is supported by some teachers who appear to be con-
vinced that improvement'in science education and in other fields is directly
related to reading ability and ability to'do mathematics. It is, hard to fault

teachers for such a view since reading and maihematics represent ena6ling skills
basic to 1 other scholarly attainments. Vtry often the skill of writing.tends
'to be om d.in the modern concept of "basics.

Readi ust have some content.and it is hard to understand ,why some read-
ing content rcannot be based on saierice.

e.

One of t4 interesting ideas that emerged from the case !tidies report was
that inquiry does not appear to [be] work!". Anyone who,has ever engaged in
serious inquiry realizes that nothing could be further from the truth. How,,then,
does such a perception emerge? Possibly it may be a reflection bf the poor use
of.inquiry techniques as they were observed in the cooperating schools. It may

reflect the poor discipline or at least the considerable disorder that sometimes
prevails when students are involved in inquiry-type lessons or it may merely be
thaproductive activities were ifl progress which were not readily ditcernible
to the case studylobserver. Perhaps students were having "too much fun." What-
ever the explanation might be, it is unfortunate that such a view prevails and

54Ibid., pp. 2-3.
SbCase Studies in ScienceJducation, Volume-Iv.m. cit. Chapter 1, p. 40.
56Case Stddies in Science Educetion, Volume II, 22...-CTt Chapter. 12, p. 7
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it gives,credence to'and support for more low-level,drill Iype activities which"'

underlie-a "basics" philosophy:
i

efhere seems to be common acceptance of the.
otion that hard work is good work. It

i
On fact pf course be nothikg bf the

ll
/iort. Whileit certainly:isflegitimate. the scnools to emphasize.that-out-
stanOng achievement 1.:ewires hard work, re seems to be a transformation of
this idea to the unacceptable "any7hard-work is good, work,r57 .

Secondarly Scholl Science .... ,
,.-

. ..,
..

, Secondary school sci.dnce education seems to 1Sck a'4'seAse ordirection dnd a

theory'and philosophy which should prqvide' 4uidance to curricuLum development and
instruction. This may, 411 part, reflect tha "elitist"-philosophy of the curric-
ulum developmaAt projects of thevlate 1950s and early 1960s. In reterence to
the natural sciences* the revieVers at OhiP State Uhiversity stated that in their
opinion "it appeal's that the role p? science in the secondary school curriculum
for gpneral educaTion remains unclear. What science students should learn also,
remains unclear."-58 The Panel who.advised the writer of this report coricurs.
with this observalion, bwt suggests that it may have applicabiNty beyond the
natural sciences and that it is time for the development of---a Oherent philosophy
and the establishment of directions for all science education.

It seems aoubtful that there -has ever been a time in which there, was,so much
uncertainty about the purposes of education: What constitutes:an.appropriate
general education for all seems now to be in unpleasantly obscbre 'question. The

purpose of education has been explored fran the times of the ancient:Greek phi-
loSbphers down to the present time. Herbert Spencer's essay "What Knowledge Is

of Most Worth?" explored the topic.59 More recently the-Educational Policies
Commission of the National Education Associatton.has issued statements relating
to the general purposes of education in American society. Although such state-
ments may still, be valid, they no lonijer 'serve as guides and compasses. The

three studies suggest that now is the time to raok sharply at the purposes,of
education to our,society and particularly to the,rOle of science, mathematrcs,
and the social sciences in the educatiOn of American cititew.

The curriculorprojects of the sixties, for reasons made clear earlier, did
not address the problem of general education.6° One pf the strongest criticisms
made by the reformers of the then existing science programs -was that there was
top much emphasii on technology. It was their contention that what was really
needed was more,attentioo to the "pure". science. In their view, this was urgent
because of the Russian success with Sputnik and the general high'level ofitussian
,technological edvances. What they were interested in was training high grade
professional scientists whd could advance technologies related to nuclear energy,
space exploration;- oceanography, and so on.; that would enflame defense systems
and national security.

571bid., Chapter 16, 16.

58Helgeson et al, op. cit., p. 37.,
"Herbert Spencer, "What Knowledge Is of Most Worth. Education, E. L.

Kellogg & Co., New York, 1892, pp. 5-69.
"Case Studies in Science Education,, Volume 11, op. cit, Chapter 12, p. 1.-
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The new science curricula funded by NSF did not address technologically.
based problems or the problem solving techniques necessary for developing solu-
tions. 'Students did not learn of the relationship,between_science and tech-
nology, hence they were unaware as future citizens of the roles that research
and development play in an induitrial nation'and the trade-offs and side effects
'OA would affect them individually and collectively. These were not a part,
nor were they intended by'the curriculum developers to be a part,-of the curric-
ulum developments of 'the 1960s. Clearly future curriculum developers need to, be
concerned about introducing social implications of scierice into the secondary
sChool curriculum.

Course Sequences

'There is no generally recognized "sequence of ceurses at the juntor high level
g. in any of the science fields. At the senior, high level, the sequence ofbiology,

chemistrY, and RhysicS seems to be rather firmly fixed in the natural sciences
but tends to be restricted to the group° of students bounchfol, college. For the

non-college boune:brIology typically-the last and only.science taken at the ,

. upper secamdary school level%

Both junior and senior high schools most frequently offer American history,
although the content is sibmetimes included under the general rubric of "sOcial
studies." Other soCial science courses most commonly offered'in the senior hdgh
school are werld history, American government, and §ociology.

In mathematics a fairly definite sequence of 7th and 8th grades mathematics,.
.,9th grade (fh some cases 8th grade) algebra, 10th grade geametrY, llth,grade'
advanced algebra, arts' lat.arade advanced mathematics4(trigonometry and calculds
in sant cases) can be identMed for college preparatory studeuts. Many other
kinds of mathematics courses are also offered for students with different ,objec.-
tives.

In large school systems 11 three subject areas are represented by a variety
of elective courses whicri may reflect accommodation to either low or high Ability

.students, specialized academic*or vocational interests or the use of local
specialized resources. Electives include such courses as.physiology, astronomy,'
zoology, advanced biology, and advanced chemistry among others in the nature
scieirees; black history, law, economics, geography, and psychology among oth
in the social studies; and probability and statistics, computer mathematiessand
business mathematics among' others n Mathematics.61

The Articulation Problem

(

The problem of what ought to be taught-, to-whom, arid when, is one of the
chronic (Memos of education. Fitting-a twelve-year educational progrOin together
so that the basic facts and concepts come In an appropriate sequence is the prob-
EleiN of articulation.- The evidence submitted in the three studies reviewed

c t. p. 59.
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indicates'that articuIation(problems are widesprdad.62 Schools have apparently
not succeeded well in developing a coherent, articulated program of instruction.
Articulation is most pressing-in-a hilthly ordered and sequential field such as
mathematics. It is less so in science and still less so in the fierdlof social
studies. Nevertheless, there is a need and a value of sequencing even in a less

.structured fielocsuch as social studies since instruction can be more effitient
and more can be accomplished. Students also have,an,equity in articulation be-
cause of the difficulties which they may encaunter when they transfer between
schools or between school systems and find themselves placed in classes for
Which they do not have adequate preparation. Obviously there is a need for

ryarticulation betweeR grade levels.

Some 'of the fadtors contributing to poor articula ion inclOde the autonomy,
interests and qualifications of the'indiViduaT teacher, nonsequential instruc-

,tional materials, lack of communication between 'teachers and between educational
units, particularly between the elementary school and junior high school and
between junior high and senior high schools. Failure to solve these problems
results in students who'complain bitterly that they have hid the material before.
and they find it boring and unmotivating, or that,they are lost .because they do
not hale the needed back"ground. Teachers often counter--with the observation that
they may have had it, but hey did not learn it or conversely, that they must
catch up.

There are curiOus inconsistencies with respect to the problem of articula-
tion. Teachers have a disposition to,"cover the material" and to justify t*ir
work as-vr'epara,tion fo'r vork to'be taken'in subsequent grades. Strangely enough
teachers in these'subsequent pourses.seldom believe that thR material has been
thus;"although there is a wiciPspread "preparation ethic" it doeS not seem to be
-consistent with the apparent.widespread lack of articula ign.

Textbooks

One of the field workers (CSSE) pointed out
tional process is the instructional materialt.

t the heart of the instruc-

,Oehind nearly every teagher-learner transactibn reported in the CSSE
Ntudy lpy an instrUctional product waiting to play its dual role as
medium ond message. They commarided teacher's and learner's attenition.
In a way, they yirtually dictated the cureiculum. The curriculum did
not venture beyond the boundaries set by the instructional materials."

In the great majority of cases, the instructional materials'are provided by
the textbook. Despite the lamentations of academicians, professors of education,
curriculum developers arid others about textbook oriented instruttion, the prac-
tice has continued to prevail and flourish. When a practice contipues so long
.in the face of long standing and,severe criticism b"Nitstanding educational
leadership, it may be desirable to examine the practice in considerably more

62The Status of Pre-College Science, Mathematics, and tonal Studies'Educa:-
tional Practices in U.S. SchObls: An Overview arid Summaries of Thret Studies,

cit.Chapter.19, p. 7. .

73-Case Studies in Stience Education Volume II, op.cit. Chapter p
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More detail. Why have textbooks h d such an enduring qua41ty in the educational

procets?

From the te4her's view there are a great many positive aspeCts to the use

of a teXtbook. A textbook provides a structure and an outline of coqtent. As

-indicated in the section on teachers time is indeed a precious commodity'and

teachers never have enOUgh of it. The textbook makei minimal requirements on

the teacher's time, provides a base refPrence' for course requiremqnts;ehich must

be met by students and-minimizes the teacher's need -0 Prepare special handouts

or other types of instructional material. Its use is expected by parents and

community, and it ii not likely to be questioned as to authenticity or appropri-

ateness. -In short, teachers look upon the textbook to provide structure,,con-

tinuity and a reasonable selection and boundary qf the cOntent which should be

taught and as,a backstop for questions that may be raised by school patrolls.

Packet and loose-leaf materials, teacher-made materials, etc., are far more dif-

ficult to keep organized: They increase sti1l further the demands on the ,

teacher's time through geeater bureauci-atic and administrative duties. They also

require adequate support staff (clerks, secretaries; aides) which is'often not

available. If this is a reasonable analysis, then perhapsAt is (Appropriate to

lOok at the manner in which textbooks might be used more effectively since it

appears that they milltbe a fixture in eduation for a long time.

$iapy of the historical Criticisms that have been made atextbooks'ilave .

related more, to the maffner in which they have been used than to the textbooks

themselves. Very'often textbooks have been used in a manner never intended by_

the author. They have too often been used.in a catechetical fashion rather than

as a dependable source of information for use as a point of departure for fur-

ther inter6ting discussions or other follow-up activities. They have often

been used as a basis for rote learning with the,result that intti.uction has been

barren and dull. Too often there has been a lack of appl'ication of textual mate-7

rials in ways,which are meaningful to the student's. ' Theinstruction hos not

been personalized, embellished or embroidered by additional examples ok illustra-

tions which could be related to the individual lives of students: Thus, it is a

logical conclusion that if the textbook is to remain as a central feature of the

educational process, strenuous efforts are.needed to make the use of such an

instructtpnal resource far more,effective than it has often'typicalbi proven to

be.

Laboratory Inhruction

One of the insightful paragraphs in the case studies related to the changes

which have occurred is the concept of whit cOnstitutes laboratory Work." It is

pointed out that new science,topics in the curriculum,create problems for labora-

tory and demons"tration workç. Many of them do not lend themselves easily to the

-
traditional formula whidh required the arrangement of material or equipment, the

observation of'phenomena,.appropriate recording of observations, 1 nter'preta0onsi

conclusions, etc. The observer'pointed out further, that such activities ae

working with structural models of molecules, ttudYing eco-systems in the field,

maintaining a balanged aquarium developing a film or prints and constructing an

4

'64Case es in Sciencelducati

A

n Volume rr, cit. Chapter 1,3, p. 9.
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.
electronic circuit, all lack adagtability to the ordinary "formula" of laNera-
tory instruction. . This observation prompted a reporter to ask "If the format
changes to accommodate these'interests, then where is the rigor of scientific
method? 6.!'

, _1

As part of the intellectual.revolUtion which the curriculum reformers of,
the '60s were seeking to promote in the science curricula was an emphasis on
the processes of science. Students were to experiente these processes primarily
through discovery techniques usually labeled as "inquiry.' If these'three studies
are any indication, quality, inquiry type instruction is a rare occurrence. Testi-
mony seeTs to ihdicate that only the most gifted students are able to profit from
this type of an approach to any considerable extent:66

Whatever*may have been the merits of this approach there are clearly a num-
ber of factors that make'its implementation difficult. Perhaps the larest
obstacles are in the demands placed upon the teacher. The problem of classroom
management becomes a problem since it iS more difficult to maintain discipline
and to keep mahy children busily engaged in productive wor4r.' Furthermore, mate-
rials must be assembled and prepared for the lessbn and they must be,collected
and stored-following the lesson:. The demands foe heelp froth floundering students
places great demands on the teacher during the instructional period.

,There are probably other more subtle reasons whY the inquiry approach
instruction is difficult from the teacher's pert'pective. For one thing, it puts
the teacher in a more open-ended and uncontrolled situation and students are
likely to raise questions which are very difficult to respond to effectively.
For,therminimally prepared teaChercespcially, such situations are likely to
pose real.threats to their own self-image and sense Of adequacy. perhips even
more significantly, there is a standard expectation frowstudents, parents, and
the community at large that teachers "will know the amswprs." The teacher-as-
authority is deeply jngrained 'in American folklore and 'any thing or process that
appears to threateh this stereotype is ikely to be challenged. The promotion
of self-directing sVills and a skeptical approach to knowledge is also crtrary
to the historic submission-authority stance of the schools with respect to stu-
dents.

From the student's perspective, even a conscientious one, there are also
problems; Students have been rather thoroughly conditioned to a deductive
approach to learning. Any kind of inductive learning, of which inquiry teaching
is clearly an example, is likely to be seen as an unaccustomed mode of learning
and one that ts not particularly appreciated. Most students are "looking for
inswers" and usually are not caught up"in the niceties of the processes involvegt
in obtaining or testing the validity of knowledge. They are likely to view

4 inquiry procedures as "beating about the bush." Admittedly, some teachers can
make inquiry techniques work and can:change student perspectives. But such a
teacher is indeed a rara avis.

"Ibid.
"Case Studies in.Science Education Volume II, 22, cit Chapter 12,
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From still another perspective, Ae use of inquiry methSds is artificial
and open to challenge. .It may be unreasonable to expect students to sort out,
data- and manipulate materials in ways that enable them-to reach conclusions or
make observations that were originally discovered andftxplained by mature indi-
viduals with the best minds. Inquiry methods also raise the question of the
efficiency of instruct:ion since they are time-consuming and certainly any large-
scale implementation of such a program will severely restrict the amoufit of
coverage that can/Joe expected. Advocates of inquiry techniques wilijeject this
particular view on the ground that skills and insights gained are more important
AAan coverage geared to teaching programs. But this rejection will not'impress
many teachers who are concerned about the'broad implications gf local, state; or
national assessment programs and their relationship to dbcoufitability and the
teacher's own evaluation,

Finally/ it seems highly probable that the inquiry mode is not an efficient
method of learning for a.great many children, sometimes even gifted children.
Wyly stUdents seem likely to profit much more from a'Aructured altroach even
though some expoture to inferential reasoning seems highly desirable."

Whateverfimay be the reasons, and several possibilities have been suggisted
in the paragrdOis above, it is apparent that inquiry teaching has not been very'
,successful in the classroom in the American schools based on the evidence sub-
mitted in the reports reviewed. One bit of documentation provided for this
observationfis to be found in the Researrh Triangle Institute report which indi-
cates that manipulative materials are used less than once a week in more than

1,1L, half ofall science,-mathematiCs and ocial science classes. Everi more distressing

is the report that 9% of science clas s never use manipulative materials and
another 14% do so less than once a mon h.67

. It is apparent that not only inquiry but more traditiOnal laboratory work
requiring "hands on" activities is nat-a common as might be desired.

Teaching Resources

It is curious to note that the question of resources for the teaching of
sciences was never addressed directly and completely in a'ny of the studies. Bits
'and piecds of the resource story trickle through each study, however, and the
story is not a happy one. Budget and financing problems rare identified repeatedly
as the most serious faced by the schools." Declining enrollmerits, increasing
costs, taxpayer revolts and the shrinking value of the dollar are ail cutting
heavily into the financial resources of the education system. Of all the academic
areas of the curriculum, natural science education is hardest hit. .This is so
tecatise of the experiential, manipulative flature of science programs. While the,
federally funded innovative curricula designed and developed by teams of experi-
enced scientists and educators called for student activity and the extensive use
of concrete materials and experiences, local school system budgets were altered

67Weiss, p. 107.
"Helgeson etal, 2k cit. 133.



slightly,.if at"all, to accomm6date this approach to the learning of the natural,
social, and mathematical sciencgs. 9

Teachers of the natural sciences ih particular haVe reported inadequate
funds to operate laboratory andrfield programs and have'ihdicated a special need
for fonds to purchase'supplies on a day-ft-day basis.63.970,71 A high level of
frustrAtion is experienced by them in attempting to prepare, maintain,. repair,
invent*y; order and clean up materials and equiPment in addition to lesson olann
ning, teaching and evaluating.- These duties must be performed without the assis-
tande of paraprdfessional pe1p.72

It is the-writer's experience that the U.S: is almost alone in the world in
this,neglect of the necessary support staff for successful science teaching.
Teachers and Science.educators in other parts of the world are appalled when
they learn that the American science teacher is :expected to manage without a
laboratory technician on other pai-aprofessioriallielp. Such personnei is consid-
ered etsential in most other countries, including developingtnations.

Some Implications

,The three studies are provocative-and raiSe serious questions about many
aspects of both education in the Bciences and education in general in the public
schools of this nation. The nature of the studieswas such that many equally
important prablems were either not touched at all in the studies or were alluded
td only in passing. The studies are ri6h ground which should be-plowed in the
,future fon implications of missing questions as well as for those that are.
included. A

Natiohal and Local Perceptions of the Educationak System

The studies reflect a difference betWeen the perceptions of the national,
government and of local- governments of how.schools ought to operate:73' Many
national vs local perceptions can be considered as paired opposites. Some sug-
gested,paired-o0pbsite terms which could be used in helping to clarify these
perceptional differences might be: "ideal" versus "practical" solutions, "long
term" yews "immediate" goals, "dollar effectivenbss" versus "educattonal
effectiveness," "academic Idiscipline" vei.Sus "student learning" orientation,
"individual student rights" versus "needed social controls,",and "theoretical
principles and solutions" versus "flesh and blood realities." Other paired
opposites could be selected to illustrate some of the perceptual differences at
the two levels. Such differences are sourceS of confusion, controversy, disruP-_
tion, and hOstility.

"Weiss, op_. cit. p. 126.
"Case .56dieTrn Science Education, Volume LII, p. cit. Chapter 139 P.
71Weiss, REL cit., p. 135 ,

7.2Ibid. ,

7351F. Stuffits 'in Science.Education, Volume II, op. cit.,'Chapter 17,
PP. 1-2.
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The large-scale intervention of the federal goverhment in education is a
relatively new development and the regulations and controls which have accom-
panied the federal dollars have yun headlong into one of the most cherished
of national traditions, namely, local control of the schools. Local control has

historically been,eulogized as a typically American inndvation and one which
insured that the schools would be kept "close to the people." The recent trend
to reverse such a long established educational doctrine could certainly be
expected to generate antagonism.

l;

The developers of the NSF-suppOrted curriculum projects in the 1960s fatled
tp give adequate,consideration,to many of the historic traditions in American
education and to the social settings in which public 4choo1s must operate. The

constraints related to budgets, teachers' time, equipment, bored anthunmotivated
students; community pressures and dther factors not seervas formidable obstacle's

te implementing new programs.

There wa also a considerable bit of scapegoating at the time and s'chools

.
of education were frequently identified as the culprits responsible for all that
was wrong with Amerian education. Mere is still some evidence of.the continued
existence of the view in some agencips and some legislatures that colleges of
education cannot be trusted. This is evidenced by providing support for inservice
training activities of teacher's in ion-college and -university related centers,
and by other similar actions which tend.to bypassteacher,training instituttons.
It is interesting to consider what the long-range qualitative implications of
such developmentsjmey be. The main point however is that.the deyelopers of the
curricutUm projects tended to ignore the existing power structure. It was

certainly their intent to bypass colleges of education and, to a lesser extent,
state departments of education in their efforts to reford the curricula of the

school's. The folloWing excerpt supports this view.

The projects had, 'in a sense, circumvented schools of education and
gone directly to the elementary and secondary'schools in their dis-

semination efforts; as a result, many methods professors had hot
had a chance to become familiar with the projects and had, in a
sense, been made somewhat "obsolescent" by them. Further, the

' splitting up of the roles of deVeloOer and educator, which, had for-
merly been combined in many methods professors who were both text-
book writers and methods teachers, increased the uneasiness of the
methods pr6fe5sors. Also the projects approach was at odds with' a

'1 common conception held by methods professors, of the teacher as
,developer of his/herrown curricula: ". , . methods teachers tend
to want a kind of social studies that is not'easily prepackaged."7"

Although the committees and boards of directors responsible for developing
the new programs were sprinkled mith.a few practitioners, and even an occasional
science educator., policy-control remained firmly in the hands of academicians.
By how it is clear that the success of the reformers was -only moderate. It is

also obvious that not all .of the shortcominds of public education can be laid at
the doorstep of the schools of education. The implication is also evident that
'any future national effort should make use of the existinglOower structure and

74Wiley and Race, 2E. cit. pp 138-39.
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seek cooperative' working relationships with'all thOse who may.be legitimately
involved.. Had this been done, many,mistakes might have been avoided and millions
of dollars of federal money expended far more efficiently. Support for this

position ts found in the following paragraph.

Policy formulation at the federl. level typically"has ignored exist-
irig practices in the schools ex pt as mirrored in the disquietude
of society. Information was collected after-the-fact of policy
decision'to confirm theactions taken. The amazing,'significant
conclusion indicatO by this study is that progress has been made
without systematic information collection about existing practices.
Apparently, the societal/political etho is sensitive enough to the

to provide substantial
gchange is the real problem
not only must appropriate kinds
the schbols be collected: sound

goals, aims, and objectives of educati
direction. ThUs efficiency in promot'
to be faced. The implication is tha
of in.Wmation concerning practice i
application of this 'information must be made.75

The Problem of Values

The nation has inoved away from the historic sociocu tural melting-pot con-
cept in -whisfrpresumably all minority groups would be ev ntually fully assimi-
lated to.th-e concept of a pluralistic society w6re cultural differences are not
only tolerated,but are to be cherished and perpetuated. The emergence of cul-'
tural pluralism as a national goal has contributed to the present anarchy tn-
values. It seems to be tacitly assumed that, of course, values vary from culture
to culture. What is frequently overlooked is that there must be.large areas of
overlap of values held by various mfnority cultures and the cultural m'ainstream.
Presumably such common values as resPect for the individual, Rersonal integrity,
and responsibility and concern for others are characferistic of many cultures,.
What theSe common areas Are need to be identified. The differences, to the
extent that thpy are socially disruptive, should also be analyzed And understood
and their implications for education made clear.

A case is continuously made for tolerance and toleration of other people's
values and actions, 'but even toleraoce should have 4ts limits. As a society we
are certainly under no obligatioh to tolerate the values,of the criminal subcul-
ture, for-example. There is too much of a disposition to accept the notion.that
one value is as good as another. and that any individual has a right to hold any
values He desires. In spite of the prevalence of such a view, neither education
nor society in general, can tolerate such value anarchy. Some of the reasons
for concern about values has recently been summarized as follows:

t Values are important because they give direction and consistency
' to behavior. Man is a social animal and he lives in a social world

and, therefore, his behavior has social conseqUentes. We are funda-
mentally and ultimately concerned with the values which people hold

75The Status of Pre-College Science% Mathematics, and Social Studies Educa-
tional Practices in U.S. Schools: An Overview and Summaries of Three Studiles,
laz p. 30.
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because of the impact of values tn individual ,and social behavior
and.social interaction. If this be true then some values havemore
social utility than others and individual,man cannot unilaterally
determine for himself what values he will hold. A democratic
society cannot long endure value anarchy for values are the social
cement ,which makes productive social intercourse a possibility.78

Q.

One of the results of the emergence iof an emphasis on cultural pluralism is
. teacher uncertainty with respect to their appropriate role in the value orienta-

tion of youth. There,has been a tendency to shun responsibility in this area.77
Education has betome much more thoroughly secularlied, more "amoral," and
allegedly "more value free.,"

Evidence of the,impact of pluralism is apparent' th the following citations,:

It is fairly, clear why a higher level o# constraint on the teacher,
as far as the expression of individual values, may emerge in schools
with a highly diverse population: the teacher's values conflict
with thor of at le4st some of the students.

, One result of heterogeneity was that teachers felt letss influential
in the guidance of children. As-pressures constraining thENteaching
of values directly. were reduced [sic: increased?1, the teacher's
perception of his/her function seemed to diminish toward one of
relaying facts.. At any rate, we often'found that physics and chem-
istey were perceived as cut-and-tried collections of facts that
could be adequately treated by simply relating them, without emo-
tional connotations withOut enthusiasm, without excitement, without
.creative insight.78

To the extent that teachers perceived the'teaching of values as their respon-
sibtlity, they tended to restrict their teaching to "safe" areas such, as "study
hard," "be a good subordinate," "work carefully," and "be productive." The Case
Study reports-tended to subsume the inculcating of such values under the general
rubric of 'pupil socialization." Although these are surely important, they
ignore more important overarching values. It is not only what students know and
can do; it also what they are disposed to do' with such knowledge and skills and
how these learnings can be nelated tO the Tirger individual and social good!,

4

76Herbert A. Smith, Science Education: Past or Prolo ue 40§78 AETS Year-
book, Association for the E ucat on o Teachers o c ence, IC Information
Analysis Center, Columbus, Ohio, p. 226.

77The Status of Pre-Colle e Science, Mathemttics, and Social Studies Educa-
tional Practices in U.S. Schoo s: An Overview and Summaries of Three Studies,
42, cit.' Chapter,19, p. 4.

Case Studies in Science Education, Volume LI, 221.. cit. Chapter 12, p. 32.
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The question of values is .d concern for all of education--not just science
education. The question of values was implicit in many places in the case-studies
but explicit in only a few.' The question of'values in education is worthy of fur-'
ther-study.

Some Action Imperatives

1. The contribution of science to the total general education of students needs
immediate attention. This is important for all students. rt is especially
critical for th6se who will graduate from con-Ege dnd who will eventually
assume leadersh4 positions in business, industry, and government but who
will not pursue study in scientific fields. One of the constant complaints
of members of the'scientific community is that key, executive and leg4slative
leaders do liot understand their needs or the need for a continuing commitment
to basic research. Whether better general education in science, which would
explicate more fully the nature of science and its:contributions to mankind,
would accomplish the needed orientation for leadets in key positions who are
not scientifically oriented as well as.meet the needs of noncollege-trained
citizens is-perhaps uncertain. Nevertheless, the general education problem
'seems unsatisfactorily solved at the present time. If citizens are ever to
fully appreciate and understand the technological society and its problems,
a minimum background in the sciencei is essential,:

,

2. The "back-to-basics" movement is.an established reality. What concerns many'
informed people .is the narrow construction placed on the cohcept of "basic.'
The argument'for science as "basic" as well as a component of general educa-
tion should seeM irrefutable in the conteMporary Wbr10.79

Counseling of students appears to be either inadequate or ineffective or
_both. Sound counseling should help to establish long-range personal goals,
provide adequate career orientation, ensure appropriate selection of courses
and programs and help students to establish wholesome relationshipS with
teachers and the schools. Counselin of'girls and minoritiel jaWto take
Science and mathematics courses is particularly deplorable. Effective coun-
seling should Kelp to solve disciplinary, motivational and dcademic problems.
'It does not appear to have been notably successful in these areas.

The problem of stUdent motivation is critical. The educational and social
conditions which Contribute to student apathy need ta be identified and cor-
'rective measures taken. Efforts should be taken to determine if there iS a
Physical basis for some of the problems:. fatigue, inadequate diets, inade-
quate sleep, drugs, Dr other physical factors.

Discipline is an increasingly seri2us problem. Efforts need to be taken to
reestablish the authority of the school and its agents. School personnel
should be protected from frivolous legal actions. Harrassment and intimidation
of teachers by students, parents,and overly zeaaous bureaucrats must be stopped.

79Howard J. Hausman Choosing a Science-Program for the Elementary School,
Council for Basic Education, Washington, D.C., 1976. .



There needs to be a reaffirmation of a concern for quality In education. The

egalitarian philosophy reflected in many educational practices has had the
unfortunate effect of encouraging regression toward mediocrityin many parts
of the school curriculum. Efforts to reverse this regressive trend are'
starting. They should be encouraged and supported.

e

Professional education of teadhers needs to be reexamined and high quality
--standards set for both undergraduate and graduate education and for accredi-
rtation and certification. Graduate study in any field requires reasonable
blocks of time and periodsof more or less continuous application. It requires

excellent library resources and extensive use of such materials. 'Interactions
over an extended period with peers deeply immersed in common problems has.long
been recognized as an exceedingly important aspect of graduate study. Appro-
priate courses inaajor supporting disciplines should be included.

The kind of education many people believe tote important is difficult to
implement undertpresent conditions in most schools. This inclivdes laboratory

" activities on a systematic planned basis, other minipulative allAjvities, lec-
ture demonstrations, field work, and discovery,inquiry, or other inferential
teachilg modes. In the past science teachers did more of these things because
they had more time and frequentlyidid a considerable portion of their prepea-
tion after school hours and on Saturday mornitgs. New constraints now operate
including union rules, busing schedules, more administratfve duties', larger
school districts with greater oommuting time and distance for many teachers
and other factors. k'

A reponable solutionxto the lack of teacher timels to provide paraprofes7
sional assistants. Paraprofessionars can perform such duties as setting up
'and taking down laboratory and demonstration equipment, maintaining store-
rooms, checking inventories, ordering supplies, preparing reagents, making
minor\ repairs, maintaining equipment, dispensing,storeroom suppltes to stu-

4,
'dents and maintaining aquarja, terraria, and animal cages

Underthe National Defense Education Act millions of dollars were s ent for
, labor tory equipment and,facilities. Judging from the eVidence in the three ,

reports reviewed, a,large part' Aiof this material is probablynused or inoper-
able.' This is poor use of federal funds and is probably partially a reflec-
tion of in equate technical assistance for teachers.

t
&farts to improve the-educational ente

i
lise should utilize a team approach.

The curriculum projects of the '60s ten d\to bypass important segments of
the profession. All.resources available should be tapped in large-scale
efforts to improve curricula. When federal efforts in curriculum reform are

. initiated, most satisfactory results are likely to be obtained when state and-- --

local agencies, academicians, professional educators, and practitioners are
involved. Total involvement should occur ,in the formative as well as in the
prodktive and dissemination stages_and it should be genuine participation at
all levels including the establishment Of policy.

10. Finally, and extremely important, efforts io improve the schools must start
with Onsideration,of the social environment. Unless the realities of the
many pressures on the school.administrators, teachers and students ap under-
stood efforts to reform the curriculum or ahy other aspects of the educa-
tional establishment are likely to be abortive

...
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The ten action imperatives identified above are likely to remain empty state-
ments unless solutions can be devised which will move from mere problem recogni-,

tion to 'action programs. The three studies document convincingly that there are
serious problems in American elementary and secondary education. Science, broadly

defined to include the natural sciences, mathematics, and social studies, encom-
pasess a major portion of the total secondary school curriculum and is heavily

remsented in the elementary school curriculum. It is also apparent that many
of the implications for science so defined.overlap into all-of education. Thus',

it may be,impractical to try to extract science, broadly defined, from thelargOr
matrix and treat it separately. In many cases, it is unrealistic to use the
broad definition of science. %The laboratory materials and maintenance problems
are certainly of a different order in the natural sciences than in either math-

ematics or social sciences. There are certainly many other differences.

TheSe complgxities add greatly to the difficulty in identifying meaningful
courses of action. The panel senses that we are at a critical turning point in
American education. The confluence of important social, economic, and edueational
movements seems evident. The era of the great curriculum projects is passing
into history and the goals and purposes of education seem once again to be called

into question. It is within the'context of these observations.that the following

recommendations are made.

Recommendations

Recommendation
4,7

Members of the panel agree that a commission of the highest quality with
nationally recognized and respected leadership should be established to reexamine
in depth the goals and purposes of'American elementary and secondary education
and to issue a major new statement to establish a framework for education and to .
provide a rationale and justification for new directions. It is the conviction

of the panel that education'in the sciences,should be,a major component of all
three areas--leneral, college preparatory, and vocationaland that national
attention neeTs to be directed to the serious problems in science, as well as all

of education.

The "Committee of Ten"80 was able to redirect education through its efforts
over 85 years ago and major statements on general education emanated from

Harvard81 and the Educational Policies'Commission of the NEA82983,8k in various
publications of over 30 years ago. But attention to general education and to the
broad aims and purposes oteducation has tended to be subdued in recent decades.
Study and a definitive statement of the relationship among general, college pre-
paratory, and vocational education goals are urgently needed. The social and'
.political context for education and the needs of the citizenry are now so sub-

"National E ucation Association, Report of the Committee.on Sec ndary
School Studies, Committeeon Secondary School Studies, U.S. Bureau4of Education
Buftetin No, 205, GPO, Washington, D.C., 1893.

81Harvard University,, General Education in a Free Socieq, Committee on the
Objectives of General Education in a Free Society, Harvard University, 1945.

82-84For citations,,see Page 35.
\\
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A 11

stantially changed that former statements are ndlonger suitable to the new cir-
cumstances.

The proposed commission should be free of bureaucratic and Institutional -1
'constraints and provided with support staff and time to conduct their study. Itwould be desirable for the commission to be created by presidential appointment
and preferably to pe. funded from nongovernmental, agencies.

4

.1

4#

Recommendation 2

The panel recognizes that there are many mare limited problem areas tinSuited
to detailed exploration.and attention by a commission charged with broad and
sweeping responsibilities for eXamining the educational establishment of.the
nation. Some areas 011 require persistent research efforts over time by highly
qualified specialists or teams of specialists. The panel suggests the following
'as examples of areas which it perceives to be in need of major research efforts.

'a) "The student" is seen as a rich source for investigaiion. The portrait'
of many students mbich emerges from the studies is hot a very flattering one. :Such terms as bored, apathetic, lazy, unmotivapd, and uninterested are applied
frequently to students. ResearCh on motivation; counseling effectiveness; learn-
ing; impact of social factors including peer pressures, home life, community dis-
tractions and school activities; and attitude formation and change seems badly
needed and its results need to be applied. Little is known about the impact ofthe curriculum on the individual student. This is an area where study is urgently.needed. Continued support for,such efforts is recommended.

b) Efforts are needed to protect students against the Misassjgnment ofteachers. This is a serious prob'Tem and one which is likely to,grow worse because
of tite prevalence of reductions in staff in many school systems. At the veryleast, the general public, the state departmentt of education, and various accred-iting and regulating bodies should he urged to give their attention to thesprob-lem And to do all they can to mitigate its effect. More reliable data on the
extent of the problerk is needed. .

c) Inservice education p'f teachers continues to be a problem area. Whilethere is.general agreement that teacher renewal and updating is a necessity; themanner'in which it is to be accomplished is far from\settled. Mechanisms needto be devised to monitor the quality of insOrvice edAAtion. Graduate schools
and accrediting agencies need ta reaffirm their concerhs for quality. Research

82National Education Association, Education for All American Youth, A Fur-ther Lobk, Educational Policies Commission, National tducAion Association, 1952.
u7Natio1al Education Association, The Pureoses of Education in AmericA

Democracy, Educational Policies Commission, National' Education Associatioh, 1938.-"National Education Association, The Uni.ue Function of Edu ation in Amer-ican Democracy, Educational Policies Commission, Nationa E ucation Association,1937.
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a

i$ needed on all aspects bf teacher inserv ce edutation p 4tams but especially
on the aspects relating to quality.

d) It is recommended that support be sought for programs and studies to
determine'what the contribution of vraprofessionals might be witfi special ref-
erence to increased teaching'effectiveness and increased student learnings as
indicated by their. performance.

e) Extensive investigation of the function and role of value in the educa-
tion of youth is recommended. This is an issue that should also be a concern Of
the commission (Recommendation 1).

aP.
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